Explicit correlation treatment of the six-dimensional potential energy surface and predicted infrared spectra for OCS-H2.
An effective six-dimensional ab initio potential energy surface (PES) for H2-OCS which explicitly includes the intramolecular stretch normal modes of carbonyl sulfide (OCS) is presented. The electronic structure computations are carried out using the explicitly correlated coupled cluster [CCSD(T)-F12] method with the augmented correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, and the accuracy is critically tested by performing a series of benchmark calculations. Analytic four-dimensional PESs are obtained by least-squares fitting vibrationally averaged interaction energies to the Morse/long-range potential model. These fits to 13 485 points have a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.16 cm-1. The combined radial discrete variable representation/angular finite basis representation method and the Lanczos algorithm were employed to evaluate the rovibrational energy levels for five isotopic species of the OCS-hydrogen complexes. The predicted transition frequencies and intensities based on the resulting vibrationally averaged PESs are in good agreement with the available experimental values, whose RMSDs are smaller than 0.004 cm-1 for five different species of OCS-hydrogen complexes. The calculated infrared band origin shifts for all five species of OCS-hydrogen complexes are only 0.03 cm-1 smaller than the corresponding experimental values. These validate the high quality of our PESs which can be used for modeling OCS doped in hydrogen clusters to further study quantum solution and microscopic superfluidity. In addition, the analytic coordinate transformation functions between isotopologues are also derived due to the center of mass shifting of different isotope substitutes.